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What drew you towards applying for the Austmine STEM Program? In particular, why did you apply for your current
internship position?
As an international mining engineering student, I want to learn more and be a part of the mining industry in Australia. After
being with AMC over the summer period, I have seen a lot of individuals doing mining jobs with a high level of expertise. It
broadened my perspective of the mining industry.
Do you see yourself as having a career in this sector? Has your view towards the sector changed since prior to your
internship?
My view about the mining industry has not changed, and I still in the pursuit of mining career. I have a clearer goal, which
needs a lot of hands-on experience to do so.
What key skills have you learnt through your internship that you feel are transferrable for future roles?
I have learned how to manipulate a large amount of raw data by using MS excel and Deswik. I also learned how to visualize
and analyze the results. It is super useful tools, and I am surely trying to keep learning and developing these skills.
What task or experience was particularly memorable as part of your internship?
Every task in AMC is memorable for me, because most of the tasks were new to me.
What was the biggest challenge you faced during your internship and how did you overcome this?
I have learned that both practical mining skills and communication skills are crucial. Not only do I have to know what
exactly I am doing to conform to the objective, but also how to convey the results. I was struggling with both parts. I am
now working on it.
Would you recommend the Austmine STEM program to future students?
I would definitely recommend the Austmine STEM program to every future student. The internship is a great way to learn
things that university may not provide, which sometimes is the necessary skill set for the future career.
Do you have any further comments you would like to make about the Austmine STEM Program?
I would say thank you for the Austmine STEM program and AMC for giving me a very good opportunity and great moments.
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